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Learning objectives
Success criteria
Planning note, activities, themes
Evaluation 
1.Y2 SCIENCE WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY Asking simple questions and recognising that they can be answered in different ways. 
I can ask simple questions and know that there can be more than one answer.
Sorting Plants and Animals (Science Directions P16) – focus on scientific questioning – link to classification 
Use basic dinosaur sort (herbivore/carnivore) pupils then classify using other questions/ sorting criteria. 
https://www.j2e.com/jit5#branch" https://www.j2e.com/jit5#branch
Combine science and IT to create branching data bases – sorting animals. 
(Also use laminated animal sorting cards to classify into groups: birds, amphibians, reptiles, mammals and fish. )

Continue to use sorting / classification and questioning skills to sort Living/ non living and dead things. 

Local Habitat survey (Science Directions P17) Which animals might we find in our local environment? 
Do you think we’ll see foxes? Etc.. 
Create Dioramas (shoe box habitats) exploring animal habitats from around the world. Why are the animals suited to the habitats they live in? 

Micro-habitats – AT1 (gathering and recording data to answer questions) school grounds. Explore micro habitats and mini beasts- use data collection skills (cross curricular maths)

Food chains- Understand why living things need nutrition and how they get this from food. Identify simple food chains including the sun- plants etc. 

Scientist focus – Darwin and Mary Anning (links to Topic and English unit)

Possible trip to Chester Zoo or visit from zoo rangers. 
If unavailable – zoo lab 


2.Y2 SCIENCE WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY Identifying and classifying. 
I can identify different things in Science and can group similar ones together.


3.Y2 SCIENCE WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY Using their observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions. 
Observes closely using simple equipment.
I use what I have seen and think to help me when I answer questions.


4.Y2 SCIENCE WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY Gathering and recording data to help in answering questions. 
I can find information and write it down which helps me when I have to answer questions.


5.Y2 SCIENCE LIVING THINGS HABITATS Explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and things that have never been alive. 
I can explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and things that have never been alive.


6.Y2 SCIENCE LIVING THINGS HABITATS Identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are suited and describe how different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of animals and plants, and how they depend on each other. 
I can identify that most living things live in places which suit their basic needs. I can describe how different kinds of animals and plants, need different types of places to live and that they depend on each other.


7.Y2 SCIENCE LIVING THINGS HABITATS Identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including micro-habitats. 
I can identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their habitats, including micro-habitats.


8.Y2 SCIENCE LIVING THINGS HABITATS Describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals, using the idea of a simple food chain, and identify and name different sources of food. 
I understand the simple food chain and can identify and name different sources of food. I can describe how animals obtain their food from plants and other animals.


9.Y1,2 IT COMPUTING Use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content. 
He can save, find, open and edit files, images and other digital content
Internet safety – Smartie the Penguin 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nMUbHuffO8
Introduction to Microsoft Office (link to Geography) 
Pupils to create posters in power learning books with key points about Online Safety-Display safety posters along IT bench. 

IT- Microsoft word will be introduced during  topic work; 
Using ‘insert’ to add images or tables. 

Online data program will be used to create branching databases linked to science and classification. 

 



10.Y1,2 IT COMPUTING Recognise common uses of information technology beyond school. 
He knows how technology, including computers, can be used to support us outside of school


11.Y1,2 IT COMPUTING Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to go for help and support when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or other online technologies. 
He is able to stay safe online and understands that personal information must be kept private. He knows who to talk to when he is worried about anything he has seen or read on the Internet


12.Y1,2 ART DESIGN Art and Design  Use a range of materials creatively to design and make products. 
He works creatively with a range of materials and media; designing and making products
Topic covers and Welcome Back display – will focus on varying art and design techniques. Colour mixing , Paint. After paint is dried – pattern will be explored with sharpie pens to design and coloured sequins to decorate. 

Units covered - Art Print and Collage 

13.Y1,2 ART DESIGN Art and Design  Develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space. 
He can use colour,  pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space to develop his artwork


14.Y1,2 DESIGN TECHNOLOGY Make  Make: Select from and use a range of tools and equipment to perform practical tasks. 
He chooses from a range of tools and equipment to help him create high quality products
During art and DT – pupils will plan, create and evaluate the modelling of a dinosaur with opening mouth or moving eyes (using levers).

The Dinosaurs will be decorated using collage and printing as per art objectives. 

Shoe box dioramas to be created exploring animals and their habitats. 



15.Y1,2 DESIGN TECHNOLOGY Evaluate  Evaluate: Explore and evaluate a range of existing products. 
He explores existing products, evaluating their strengths and weaknesses before designing his own


16.Y1,2 DESIGN TECHNOLOGY Evaluate  Evaluate: Evaluate their ideas and products against design criteria. 
He reviews the effectiveness of his products against his initial plans and ideas


17.Y1,2 DESIGN TECHNOLOGY Technical Knowledge  Technical Knowledge: Build structures, exploring how they can be made stronger, stiffer and more stable. 
He has explored a range of ways to make structures stronger and more stable


18.Y1,2 DESIGN TECHNOLOGY Technical Knowledge  Technical Knowledge: Explore and use mechanisms in their products. 
He has designed and worked with simple mechanisms including levers, slides and wheels in his products


19.Y1,2 GEOGRAPHY Locational Knowledge  Locational knowledge: Name, locate and identify characteristics of the four countries and capital cities of the United Kingdom and its surrounding seas. 
He knows and can locate the four countries of the United Kingdom and the seas around it. He can identify their capital cities and each country's characteristics
Mary Anning  - palaeontologist 
Lyme Regis
Arial maps
Google imaging 
Information booklets – link to ICT

Pupils will create guide books for visiting Lyme Regis using a range of the skills identified. 

Google maps will be used to explore aerial imaging and 
How this translates to map/ street view. 

Pupils will create their own simple maps with a key. 



20.Y1,2 GEOGRAPHY Human and Physical  Human and physical geography: Identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United Kingdom. 
He knows the seasons of the year and how this affects the weather in the UK. He has studied the daily weather over a period of time and can talk about this


21.Y1,2 GEOGRAPHY Human and Physical  Human and physical geography: Identify the location of hot and cold areas of the world in relation to the Equator and the North and South Poles. 
He knows where the Equator and North and South Poles are. He understands how these affect the temperatures of nearby countries and regions


22.Y1,2 GEOGRAPHY Human and Physical  Human and physical geography: Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key physical features, including beach, cliff, coast, sea and ocean. 
He can use geographical language to accurately describe key physical features of oceans, seas and coastlines


23.Y1,2 GEOGRAPHY Human and Physical  Human and physical geography: Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key human features, including: city, town, village, factory, farm, house, office, port, harbour and shop. 
He is able to talk about man-made geographical features using the appropriate terminology


24.Y1,2 GEOGRAPHY Skills and Fieldwork  Geographical skills and fieldwork: Use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom and its countries. 
He can identify the United Kingdom and its countries using a range of maps, atlases and globes


25.Y1,2 GEOGRAPHY Skills and Fieldwork  Geographical skills and fieldwork: Use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks and basic human and physical features. 
He can identify landmarks and geographical features from aerial photographs and plans


26.Y1,2 GEOGRAPHY Skills and Fieldwork  Geographical skills and fieldwork: Devise a simple map and use and construct basic symbols in a key. 
He has created his own maps incorporating symbols which are then displayed in a key


27.Y1,2 HISTORY  Events beyond living memory that are significant nationally or globally. 
He has used a range of sources to discover major historical events that have shaped the world we live in
Mary Anning  - palaeontologist 
Darwin 

Using a range of quality texts: Stone Girl Bone Girl and We’re Sailing to Galapagos introduce the lives of Charles Darwin and Mary Anning. 
Use PWP imitation/ innovation to allow pupils the opportunity to write confidently about these historical figures.  

28.Y1,2 HISTORY  The lives of significant individuals in the past who have contributed to national and international achievements. Some should be used to compare aspects of life in different periods. 
He has learnt about the contributions and achievements of some historical figures. He has used this information to compare life in different periods of time


29.Y1,2 MUSIC  Use their voices expressively and creatively by singing songs and speaking chants and rhymes. 
He can sing expressively and keep in time when performing chants and rhymes
Charanga 

Christmas performance

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/5VbWxkchXj56sxt8CFN7sj2/ten-pieces-iii-everything-you-need-to-know" http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/5VbWxkchXj56sxt8CFN7sj2/ten-pieces-iii-everything-you-need-to-know

Use BBC 10 pieces resource. Ensure pupils understand and use the vocabulary around the pieces and are able to share their likes/ dislikes about the music in a variety of ways.  

30.Y1,2 MUSIC  Play untuned instruments musically. 
He plays untuned percussion instruments musically


31.Y1,2 MUSIC  Listen with concentration and understanding to a range of high-quality live and recorded music. 
He listens well to music and can respond thoughtfully to it


32.Y1,2 PHYSICAL EDUCATION General PE  Master basic movements including running, jumping, throwing and catching, and begin to apply these in a range of activities. 
He has mastered the basic skills of sports including running, jumping, throwing and catching and has enjoyed using these in games and activities
Ball skills – with increased control 
Catching
Throwing
Dribbling
Kicking 

Gymnastics – 
(See M4S planning) 

33. Developing balance, agility and co-ordination, and begin to apply these in a range of activities.
He develops balance, agility and co-ordination applying these to a range of activities. 


Other Planned Activities.

Author study- Roald Dahl 

Dream Jars – 
Dream Jar House Team comp- Make up a dream/ Made up words. 

What Makes a Good Learner? (needed for display)

British Values –

Book review – using hats
What I’d Like to Learn topic web
Spider diagram on Science topic. 
Anti- Bullying week
Christmas productions. 
Use Rik Mayal – George’s Marvellous Medicine 
Class Book- Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niL_h6kYPbk" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niL_h6kYPbk

Roald Dahl Day 13/09



